Manifesto
Hi guys!
I have applied for the position of Event Officer, as I would like to contribute to the student
community in Cambridge by organizing different events on behalf of Graduate Union, which
will be focused on student life at Cambridge, professional networking, but also for events
which will serve for fun and amusement.
In last 5 years I was one of the main organizers or assistant organizers of several different
types of events. From press conferences at festivals, to art exhibitions, celebrations,
lectures, meetups, debates and conferences. Additionally, my previous work was related to
many different industries, from culture and creative industries, to student community,
education and sustainable development.
Moreover, I was the president of University Club for UNESCO based in Belgrade, Serbia, you
can check the website of the Club on this link (http://uuk.org.rs/). Also you can check my
Resume on LinkedIn, (https://www.linkedin.com/in/kosta-zivanovic30125a65?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile).
We organized different sort of events, which were all focused on students and their
development. I am notably proud of our work, especially on two of our projects, UNESCO
Network School for Economic and Social Development where students had the opportunity
to follow the program of lectures held by renowned lecturers from prestigious world
universities (Harvard, Cambridge, Oxford, Sorbonne). As we thought that this is the best way
for students to acquire the methodology of thinking and the professional culture, from top
quality and successful professionals, which is required in today’s business world.
And, finally, our greatest achievement, was an international conference “Sustainable
Development Forum”, officially the first conference in Europe related to the New UN Agenda
2030 and the SDGs, “Sustainable Development Forum” on the topic “Role of Education and
Culture in Sustainable Development Agenda”. Our goal was to start the dialogue between
public, private and civil sector so they could better explain to youth this New vital document
and its consequences. The Conference was opened by the Deputy Prime minister of the
Serbian Government, Kori Udovicki, UN Team Leader in Serbia Irena Vojackova-Sollorano and
our keynote speaker was Sir Paul Judge, Chairman of British-Serbian Chamber of Commerce
and key benefactor of Judge Business School.
I also think that in order to have plenty of different and useful events, Students in
Cambridge need to share their own opinion, ideas and needs. I will be very open to listening
and making agreements with everyone in order to have plenty of useful and valuable
experiences!
Cheers!

